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 It’s PARTY time! 

Head Over Hooves Youth Group 

Happenings! 

Ingleside’s Head Over Hooves Youth Club is up and running!   

Halloween fun!  Head Over Hooves members brought some Halloween fun 

to the barn.  Our costume clad kids enjoyed an afternoon filled with fun 

and games including a scavenger hunt around the barn and a contest to 

label the body parts of a horse.  We topped off the day with a costume 

parade.  Even Lady and Billie got in the Halloween spirit by wearing  

custom made tutus thanks to Grace!   You can see all of the pictures on 

our Facebook page at www.facebook.com/headoverhoovesyc.  

 

 

 

 

 

Upcoming Events: 

 Deck the Barn Party: Mark your calendars for our Head Over 

Hooves “Deck the Barn” party on Saturday, December 5th.   Watch 

your email for more information!    

 

It’s not too late to join Head Over Hooves! All riders 18 years and under 

are invited to join our youth club.  Head Over Hooves is designed to bring 

the kids and teens in the barn together and allow them opportunity to get 

more involved in the barn outside of their lessons.  The cost to join is 

just $10 per child to help us cover supplies for our meetings and events.  

http://www.facebook.com/headoverhoovesyc
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Congrats to 

Hailey M. for  

completing the 

October pattern 

and winning the 

$10 Starbucks 

gift card 

drawing! 
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4-Lesson Package: $150 
 (must be used within 30 days) 

8-Lesson Package: $280  
(must be used within 60 days) 

 

Private Lesson: $40  
~ 30 minutes 

Semi-Private Lesson: $40  

45-60 minutes 
(2 or 3 advanced riders only) 

 

Lessons with Alex Ennis 

We’re on the web!  www.inglesidefarm.com 

****Reminder, get a friend to sign up for a package of lessons and you get a free lesson !****    

If you fail to cancel your lesson 12 hours in advance you will be charged for that lesson, no exceptions. 

Holiday Party Time 

Our annual Holiday Party is  Saturday, 12 December.  Watch your email for the Evite and Facebook 

for more details!   We typically have the entire Ingleside group inside the barn for a 

fantastic spread of food and a gift exchange.   

 

For those of you interested Michelle Thompson is organizing gifts for the girls, via 

VolunteerSpot.  Please direct questions to her directly.  Gifts will be given at the  

party on 12 Dec. 

Please go ahead and schedule your November & December lessons now.  We are on a very tight schedule with Alex 

being out.   She is able to start coming to the barn this week for an hour at a time, but not work, just to hang out & get 

back in the swing of things.  Hopefully by Thanksgiving she will be back to teaching.    Thank you to Kim Mueller for 

filing in for her.  

Right now though, the schedule is filling up quickly and I want to make sure everyone has a chance to ride!  

http://www.inglesidefarm.com
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Answers located on page 6 
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Answers located on page 14 
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CH Late Nite's Basic Impact aka "T-Bone". Dylan will be  

debuting in 13 and under Road Pony Class next year.  

We’re on the web!  www.inglesidefarm.com 

www.ces.landsend/ingleside  is where you can order 

anything with the Ingleside logo on it!!   Fleece half zips 

are required for tournaments.   Red or black.  If you 

need to order something from Land’s End that is not in 

the business outfitters section, you must call them to 

place the order.    

Order now to save 30% off of your Lands End  

outerwear! 

Matching Puzzle Answers from page 5: 

1. C,  2.  A, 3. D, 4. B 

Tina Rae  

Rachel Small  

Melinda Snyder  

Britt Mitchell   

Sara Huber  

Karen Jones  

Ken Killinger  

Izzy Richman  

Dylan and his new pony! 

Flash back of Hannah on Giggles 

Richard Crowder  

Emily Hallman  

Sophie Scheck  

http://www.inglesidefarm.com
http://www.ces.landsend/ingleside
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Show News The entire show  

schedule is online!  

Show riders have been bringing home the ribbons; congrats to 

all!  Highlights include: 

Ω Kathy and Pepper were winners in driving 

Ω Grace and Julianne had great academy rides 

Ω Megan and Junior won their class 

Next shows, 

Ω Our next winter tournament is Dec. 6th in Durham.   Please 

sign up by November 25th.   Attire is jods, boots, Ingleside 

fleece, helmet and gloves. 

Ω Winter Tournaments are January 10, February 7  

 

For the winter tournaments, you will need a half zip fleece, in black with red 

logo.  These will take at least twelve business days to come in, so order now!! 

these items also make good Holiday gifts  to order children’s clothes you 

must call Land’s End directly.  

Julianne at NC Fair Grace and Noc at NC Fair Kathy and Pepper 

Alex (just watching) at the 

Durham  Fun show, 

photobombed  by Maddy B. 

http://www.inglesidefarm.com/inglesidefarmhorseshows.html
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Heather has compiled gift ideas great and small.  Happy Shopping!  

If you are interested in a saddle, we have a few used ones.  The regular Shively’s run around 

$1000 used, the Shively MMX run around $1800 used.   New Freedman (my recommendation 

if buying new) saddles are $2795.   If you have a saddle you NEED a saddle bag!!  

Holiday Gift Ideas for the Horse Lover’s Soul 

Item Code Price  Notes 

From Fennells: fennells.com  800-354-9087  

Child’s Stirrups Leathers   5264-44    $52.50   - 

Ladies Stirrup Leathers   5264-1   $59  - 

Prussian Stirrups  5854X  $30   check with Heather on size  

Ridged black stirrup pads    #931s  $2.95  same size as stirrups  

From Smartpak  www.smartpakequine.com  If you ship to Ingleside farm it will be free shipping!  

Stirrup nametags  #12260  Two for 

$15.10  

with first & last name  

Helmet bag  #13090  $29.95  custom colors and initials or name  

From Dover:  ehorseequipment.com   

Children’s Jodhpurs  #810600   $56.95  - 

Ladies Jodhpurs  #810500  $59.95  - 

Saxon Children’s Zip Front 

Boots  

#830600   $39.95  (for lessons/academy)  

Saxon Ladies Zip Front Boots   #830700    $39.95  (for lessons/academy)  

From radon Radoninc.com   

Saddle bag - $100 Ingleside custom design and name 

http://fennells.com/
http://www.smartpakequine.com/
http://ehorseequipment.com/
http://radoninc.com/
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Why horsing around is good for you:  

I N G L E S I D E  F U N L E T T E R  

Horsing around can make you less stressed out, new research has revealed.  A study found 

that children who spend time with horses or riding have lower levels of stress hormones, 

according to measurements taken from their saliva.  Researchers looked at 130 teenagers 

taking part in an after school horsemanship course that lasted 12 weeks. 

 

They spent 90 minutes a week learning about horses: how to care for, groom, handle, and 

ride the animals.  Each teenager gave six samples of saliva over a two day period before and 

after the 12 week program.  Researchers analyzed the levels of the stress hormone cortisol 

in the samples. 

 

The results, published in the American  

Psychological Association's Human-Animal  

Interaction Bulletin, revealed that children 

who spent time with horses had ‘significantly’ 

lower stress levels than a control group. 

 

Dr. Patricia Pendry, from Washington State University, said: ‘We found that children who 

had participated in the 12-week program had significantly lower stress hormone levels 

throughout the day and in the afternoon, compared to children in the waitlisted group. 

‘We get excited about that because we know that higher base levels of cortisol -  

particularly in the afternoon - are considered a potential risk factor for the development of 

psychopathology.’ 

 

Researchers hope that the study could be a first step in finding ways to prevent teenagers 

developing mental health problems.  Previous studies have already found that interacting 

with dogs, horses and cats can be good for children as it improves their self-esteem. 

However, the idea of horses reducing stress in adolescents has never before been studied. 

Dr. Pendry said she hopes that horsemanship could be used as a form of therapy for people 

who have psychological problems. 

 

‘We were coming at this from a prevention perspective,’ said Dr. Pendry.  ‘We are especially 

interested in optimizing healthy stress hormone production in young adolescents, because 

we know from other research that healthy stress hormone patterns may protect against the 

development of physical and mental health problems. 

 
 
Read more: http://www.dailymail.co.uk/health/article-2613211/Spending-time-horses-make-teenagers-stressed-study-
reveals.html#ixzz3qwBAN6HU  

Children who ride have lower 
levels of stress hormones in 

their bodies 

http://www.dailymail.co.uk/health/article-2613211/Spending-time-horses-make-teenagers-stressed-study-reveals.html#ixzz3qwBAN6HU
http://www.dailymail.co.uk/health/article-2613211/Spending-time-horses-make-teenagers-stressed-study-reveals.html#ixzz3qwBAN6HU
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For almost any breed, horse show season is coming to a close.  Most people have a handful of 

shows or competitions left to go, or have just come home from their final hurrah. But if you  

didn't quite achieve everything you'd wanted going into the season, how do you bounce back? 

There’s nothing worse than feeling like you came short of your goals or let you, your horse, or 

your trainer down. But here’s the good news: there are a few easy things you can do to dust 

yourself off emotionally, and get back in the saddle - both literally and figuratively.  

Don’t dwell on the bad moments: While you want to take lessons away from all the mistakes you 

made this season, don’t take screenshots of the mistakes in your class videos and post them on 

your ceiling so when you go to bed at night you are staring at a collage of failure. That is: great 

way to get no sleep at all, and a great way to pull yourself deeper into the dark rabbit hole of a 

riding slump. Just take those moments, learn from them, and move on! 

Make a plan: Often when you fail, it’s a catalyst for reaching greater heights. You are forced to 

take a look at what went wrong, or what is holding you back from achieving your goals. So make a 

plan to figure this roadblock out if you haven’t by spending time discussing it with your trainer. 

Or if you HAVE figured it out, make a plan for how to get around that roadblock; or kung fu kick 

the crap out of it till you entirely clear your road to excellence! 

Hit the gym: Get your butt into the gym (or outside if you prefer) so you can get yourself in 

good physical shape. Nothing makes you more motivated or re-energized than feeling like a lean 

mean riding machine!  Pick a reasonable starting goal, like getting to the gym 2-3 times a week to 

start off with and continue raising the stakes.  Run a 5k, do a triathlon if you’re really motivated, 

and if you’re insane, do something like Tough Mudder where they make you go through a cold and 

muddy obstacle course that is long enough to make you question whether or not this was a good 

idea and whether or not you will actually survive. Whatever it is, get to work! 

Hit the barn: While you are working hard on your plan for improvement and your physical 

strength and wellbeing, don’t forget to spend time with your horse, your trainer, and - in fact - 

as many different horses as you can. This will ensure a well rounded training experience over 

winter and really help you be a more capable, more adaptable rider; something that often causes 

roadblocks for riders.  

Look to the future: Get yourself excited about the upcoming show season as an opportunity for 

redemption.  Don’t dread it as a potential round two of failure served up with a side of sadness, 

because then you'll never be able to motivate yourself to do the work needed to get back. Take 

the time to really think about why you love the sport you are in and fall back in love with it if 

you’ve lost sight of that. Nothing is more motivating than passion so make sure you haven’t lost 

yours! 

By: Lindsay Shearman  

How to Bounce Back from a Disappointing Show Season 
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(Continued on page 13) 

Cribbing or crib biting is an abnormal, compulsive behavior or stereotypy seen in some horses, and considered a 
stable vice. It involves the horse grabbing a solid object such as the stall door or fence rail with its incisors, then 
arching its neck, pulling against the object, and sucking in air.   Cribbing is not a disease, but rather an  
inappropriate behavioral pattern in horses, also called "stereotypic behavior." Just as humans and other animals 
can sometimes exhibit obsessive-compulsive behavior that is non-lethal but still destructive, horses too will exhibit 
repetitive and habitual behaviors that are difficult to control. 

A horse that is cribbing will place his upper incisors on a hard object, usually a pole or stall door, and suck in a large 
amount of air. This will make a gulping noise. The horse will do this repetitively. It is not usually related to  
nutritional disorders or underlying illnesses, but has been frequently linked to boredom or anxiety. Again, keeping 
in mind that this behavior is more of an annoyance than an actual health issue, cribbing, if left unchecked, can lead 
to some superficial health issues, such as the abnormal wearing of the upper incisors and enlargement of the 
throat muscles. 

  Symptoms and Types 

 Gnaw marks usually found on wood pieces, such as stall doors and fence posts. 

 Top front teeth (incisors) are worn more than normally found in a horse of its age 

 Arching the neck while grasping onto an object with the incisors while gulping air 

 Grunting noises as the horse gulps air 

Causes 

Stereotypic behaviors in horses are usually caused by either boredom or stress. Horses that are highly strung and 
are kept in an environment with low levels of daily stimulation, such as not enough time in the pasture, are at 
higher risk of developing such behavioral problems. Other stereotypic behaviors include stall weaving (moving 
back and forth at the front of the stall repetitively), and pawing the ground. Sometimes a horse can exhibit more 
than one of these behaviors. 

 

 Diagnosis 

Cribbing behavior is easily visualized and therefore very simple to diagnose. Indeed, a veterinarian is not required 
to diagnose this behavioral problem. However, if you notice this problem in your horse, a visit from your  
veterinarian is a good idea, as he or she will perform a thorough physical exam on your horse, taking into account 
the history of symptoms to make sure there are no other underlying problems. Your veterinarian will also want to 
take a closer look at your horse's mouth to check for changes to the teeth. You can then work with your  
veterinarian to find ways to help enrich your horse’s environment and discourage the behavior. 

 

Cribbing 
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Treatment 

The basis of treatment for any stereotypic behavior begins with trying to find the cause. If you and your  
veterinarian believe that your horse’s cribbing is due to boredom, the treatment will be to find ways to add mental 
and physical stimulation to your horse’s daily routine. This usually includes increasing the amount of time the horse 
spends in the pasture. If this is not an option, providing more roughage in the horse’s diet may also help. Giving 
your horse toys to play with will also help provide mental stimulation. If your horse is alone, purchasing a  
companion such as a goat may also help. Increasing the amount of time you spend riding and grooming your horse 
is also important. 

If you find that your horse’s cribbing is due to anxiety, you may want to take a closer look at your horse’s routine. 
Some horses can become anxious when they are bored. Other horses crib out of frustration or to vent excess  
energy. 

Other than environmental modification, there are physical means to help prevent this 
behavior. A piece of equipment called a cribbing strap is sometimes used. This is an 
adjustable strap that is secured around the horse’s throat behind his ears and jaw 
line. This strap prevents the horse from flexing his neck muscles as he pulls back to 
gulp air during the act of cribbing. This strap does not prevent the horse from eating 
or drinking and is not painful when the horse is not cribbing. On some horses, use of 
this strap is beneficial in preventing this behavior. However, it doesn’t work on all 
cribbers. 

There are also surgical ways to prevent this behavior, although these are rarely used. These surgeries involve  
scarring the throat muscles so that the horse cannot flex them in the act of cribbing. This is often viewed as an  
extreme way of preventing this behavior, as it is often cost prohibitive since it requires general anesthesia and a 
visit to a specialty equine surgical facility. 

Cribbing is a learned, obsessive-compulsive behavioral disorder, and can be difficult, if not impossible, to break 
permanently. Research has shown that cribbing results in the release of endorphins, which make the horse, feel 
good. To that end, horses in a way become addicted to this behavior. Even if you are able to discourage your horse 
from this behavior for a short period of time, the horse will, more than likely, return to the behavior once the  
preventive technique is removed. 

 Living and Management 
  
Keeping your horse stabled too long is often what leads to this type of vice in the first place. As with many  
behavioral problems in domestic horses, the closer you can keep your horse in an environment that mimics a 
horse’s natural environment (i.e. one with plenty of access to large pastures and constant forage), the less likely 
the horse is to develop this condition. Whether it is from boredom, lack of nutrition, or anything else, cribbing is 
challenging to prevent once your horse has gotten into the habit of it. The best you can do is to give your horse 
enough activity to relieve it from boredom and use healthy, preventive techniques. 

(Continued from page 12) 



SB104 Appointments  

 Any artificial change of color or markings (other than mane or tail) is prohibited.  

 In the event a horse has lost the sight in one eye, it must appear to have vision and may be shown with an artificial 
eye or contact lens.  

 Quarter boots and bell boots are permitted in Five-Gaited, Fine Harness and Roadster Classes  

 A competitor may carry or use a whip not exceeding 6’ including lash  

Love to Ride 

From the Rulebook 

Ingleside Farm YouTube  

Channel  

https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCcQLmGVB02ZE_QZCSao4ErQ
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCcQLmGVB02ZE_QZCSao4ErQ

